EMAIL SECURITY,
WEB SECURITY
& EMAIL ARCHIVING

DELIVERING WORLD CLASS EMAIL AND WEB
SECURITY SOLUTIONS THAT KEEP YOU SAFE
TitanHQ protects you from malware, ransomware, phishing, viruses,
botnets and other cyber threats. Its email and web security solutions
identify more than 100,000 new malware sites every single day via
the threat intelligence database of 650 million users.

TITANHQ BELIEVE YOU DESERVE A MORE SECURE NETWORK
It’s easy to see why TitanHQ is trusted:
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Businesses
worldwide trust us

MSPs trust us

TitanHQ’s Email Security, Web Filtering and Email Archiving provides you with peace of
mind at great value for money with no requirement for on premises visits as everything
is cloud based.

EMAIL ANTI-SPAM,
PHISHING PROTECTION
AND MALWARE BLOCKING

DNS BASED SECURITY
AND WEB CONTENT
FILTERING

COMPLIANT
CLOUD-BASED
EMAIL ARCHIVING.

Cleaning your orgnisation’s
email and protecting against
risky spam and malware.

Providing the best content
filtering and malware
protection for your company
and staff when online.

Allowing to securely archive
your organisation’s emails
and simply retrieve these
archived emails.

SPAMTITAN EMAIL SECURITY
SpamTitan is a multi-award winning
Anti-Spam solution, it protects businesses
like yours by blocking spam, viruses,
malware, ransomware and links to malicious
websites from emails. Its advanced phishing
protection prevents whaling and spear

phishing by scanning all inbound emails
in real time, while also providing protection
from zero day attacks because of its ability
to anticipate new attacks using predictive
technology.

“SpamTitan has saved me and my company time, and has
some of the best support people around”
BENJAMIN JEFFREY, DIRECTOR - M&M GOLF CARS

WEBTITAN WEB FILTERING
A vital web security and protection layer for
your business. WebTitan is an advanced
web filtering solution providing both
protection from HTTP and HTTPS security
threats as well as advanced DNS filtering
control to businesses like yours. Its real-time

updates means newly identified threats
are immediately circulated to database
deployments worldwide to provide
maximum coverage and protection against
emerging, zero-hour threats.

“WebTitan is the most fundamentally, widely used, robust
and effective system”
RANDY QUIS, SOFTWARE ENGINEER - SHOPIFY

ARCTITAN EMAIL ARCHIVING
ArcTitan is an email archiving product
that allows users to securely archive your
organisation’s emails and simply retrieve
these archived emails. With ArcTitan you’re
able to store and access emails as required,
with automatic back up, meaning no tape
machines/discs or off-site storage is required

and no question when it comes to data
recovery. ArcTitan features lightning fast
search and retrieval tool that has a load
performance of more than 200 emails per
second from your email server, meaning your
emails are archived and retrievable instantly.

“ArcTitan is fast, scalable, very easy to operate and has all the
email archiving features a company needs to have”
JESSE GUSMAO, IT MANAGER - SAMARITANO HOSPITAL

SECURE YOUR BUSINESS TODAY
Tel: 01284 700 015
Web: https://greenduck.co.uk/
Email: quack@greenduck.co.uk

